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Simulation of Streamflow, Middle Humboldt River, 
North-Central Nevada 

By Glen W. Hess 

ABSTRACT 

The surface-water computer model 
described in this report simulates streamflow and 
diversions at monthly time intervals, using inflow 
data from water years 1944-99, on the main stem 
of the Humboldt River between Carlin and Preble, 
Nevada. The model combines ANNIE, a data-base 
management program, with the Hydrological 
Simulation Program-FORTRAN, which employs 
various modules to simulate river operations and a 
range of hydrologic processes. 

The model was constructed using both a 
flow-routing module, which characterizes the 
movement of water into and through 12 reaches of 
the drainage network, and an operations module, 
which simulates regulation of water movement 
within and out of the drainage network. The flow
routing module uses characteristics derived from 
river hydraulic data to define these reaches and 
observed data such as Humboldt River inflow and 
mine-dewatering inflow. Tributary inflow and 
ground-water gains or losses are estimated using 
various techniques. Conditional logic for the 
operations module is derived from the Bartlett and 
Edwards Decrees, which adjudicate surface-water 
rights in the Humboldt River Basin downstream 
and upstream, respectively, of Palisade, Nevada. 
Along each section of the river, irrigation diver
sions and return flows ar~ managed according to 
these decrees. 

Testing of the model indicates that model 
parameters adequately characterize Humboldt 
River hydraulics. Differences between observed 
and simulated streamflows indicate that tributary 
inflows may be undersimulated. Sensitivity analy
sis indicates that tributary inflows, irrigation diver-

sions, and ground-water gains or losses are 
significant components in the model but that 
hydraulic model parameters, model reach area and 
volume, mine dewatering, and irrigation return 
flows are not. Possible improvements include the 
addition of information describing various hydro
logic components, and integration of the surface
water model with a ground-water model. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Humboldt River Basin, which encompasses 
an area of about 16,900 mi2, is the only major river 
basin in Nevada whose drainage area lies entirely 
within the State. The area is characterized by generally 
northward-trending mountain ranges separated by 
broad alluvial valleys, typical of the Basin and Range 
physiographic province in which it is located. The 
study area for this report is the middle Humboldt River 
Basin (fig. 1 ), which consists of 14 hydrographic areas 1 

that encompass nearly 7,470 mi2. The middle basin 
includes large land areas irrigated for agriculture as 
well as most of the large mining operations in northern 
Nevada. 

Precipitation supplies all of the water that flows in 
the Humboldt River Basin, thus variability in climate 
can have a significant impact on the area's hydrology. 
Because precipitation on valley floors is sparse, agri
cultural interests must depend either on ground water 
or surface water for irrigation of crops and meadows. 
Agriculture traditionally has accounted for most of the 

1 Formal hydrographic areas in Nevada were delineated sys
tematically by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and the Nevada 
Division of Water Resources (NDWR) in the late 1960's for scien
tific and administrative purposes (Cardinalli and others, 1968; 
Rush, 1968). The official hydrographic-area names, numbers, and 
geographic boundaries continue to be used in USGS scientific 
reports and NDWR administrative activities. 
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water use in the basin. In recent years, however, popu
lation increases have led to demands for more ground 
water for municipal and commercial supply. In addi
tion, increased mining activities have placed additional 
demands on the basin's ground-water resources for 
both mining use and mine dewatering. 

The Humboldt River Basin Assessment 

Competing and at times incompatible demands 
for and uses of the scarce water resources of the 
Humboldt River Basin have raised concerns by State 
and local governments about the effects that these 
demands and uses have on the quantity and timing of 
streamflow on the main stem of the Humboldt River. Of 
particular concern are the regional and long-term 
effects of dewatering by open-pit mines. To address 
these concerns, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), in 
cooperation with the Nevada Department of Conserva
tion and Natural Resources (NDCNR), has undertaken 
a comprehensive water-resources study of the basin 
called the Humboldt River Basin Assessment. The 
main objectives of the assessment are: (I) to provide a 
scientific appraisal of surface-water and ground-water 
resources of hydrographic areas within the Humboldt 
River Basin; (2) to determine the contribution of each 
area to the quantity and timing of flows in the main 
stem of the Humboldt River; and (3) to determine the 
effects of all major water users in the basin on the 
quantity, quality, and beneficial use of the basin's water 
resources. 

Eakin and Lamke (1966, p. 17-18) divided the 
Humboldt River Basin (fig. I) into upper, middle, 
and lower basins, and the Humboldt River Basin 
Assessment has continued to use these informal 
subdivisions. To date (200I), however, most assess
ment activities have focused on the middle Humboldt 
River Basin. This part of the basin includes: ( 1) large 
agricultural acreages that are irrigated both by surface
water diversions and ground water; (2) 14 large gold 
mines, 8 of which are being dewatered and which dis
charge part of that water to the Humboldt River; and (3) 
the towns of Carlin, Crescent Valley, Beowawe, and 
Battle Mountain, which obtain their municipal water 
supplies by pumping ground water. 

The assessment was planned as a series of phased 
studies. Phase one was begun in October 1994 and was 
completed in September 1998. Its main activities were 
to: ( 1) make hydrologic data collected by the USGS in 

the Humboldt River Basin available on the Internet at 
<http://nevada.usgs.gov/humb>; (2) define the hydro
geologic framework of the basin in terms of aquifers 
that store and transmit ground water, confining units 
that impede ground-water movement, and ground
water conditions (Plume and Ponce, 1999); (3) develop 
and revise methods for estimating water budgets 
(Berger, 1999, 2000); and (4) quantify ground-water 
use (R.W. Plume, U.S. Geological Survey, written 
commun., 1998). 

Phase two of the assessment, initiated in October 
I998, will be completed in September 2004. Principal 
phase-two activities are to construct computer models 
of the ground-water and surface-water systems in the 
middle Humboldt River Basin. These two models will 
be linked so that the effects of climate change and 
human activities can be evaluated relative to both 
systems. The current study is part of phase 2 of the· 
assessment. 

Previous Investigations 

In I959, the Nevada State Legislature authorized 
the Humboldt River Research Project (Eakin and 
Lamke, 1966, p. 1 0). A Federal-State cooperative 
effort, the project's aims were to identify hydrologic 
data and information available for the basin, quan
titatively describe hydrologic processes in the basin, 
and develop techniques needed to evaluate its water 
resources. To assess hydrologic conditions, investiga
tors analyzed information dating from 1912 to I963. 
In a reconnaissance-level evaluation of the Humboldt 
River Basin, Eakin and Lamke ( 1966) described vari
ous surface-water attributes, including runoff charac
teristics, flood-plain gradients, flow losses along the 
river, time of travel on the river, channel storage, and 
flood characteristics. They used synoptic streamflow 
measurements at sites along the river and tributaries to 
identify gaining and losing reaches of the streams, 
quantify parts of water budgets, and better understand 
relations of streams and aquifers. 

Additionally, in 1960, the USGS began a cooper
ative study with the NDWR to provide preliminary 
appraisals of Nevada's water resources. These were 
published as a series of reconnaissance reports autho
rized by the Nevada State Legislature, and included an 
evaluation of the Humboldt River Valley near Winne
mucca (Cohen and others, 1963) that analyzed surface
water inflow, outflow, and streamflow characteristics in 
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the study area. Synoptic measurements were made at 
sites along the river, at diversions, and at tributaries to 
determine streamflow gains and losses. 

In 1988, in cooperation with the NDWR, the 
USGS began a study to define the water resources of 
the Maggie, Marys, and Susie Creek drainage basins 
and to characterize any effects of ground-water pump
ing at the Gold Quarry mine (Plume, 1995). This study 
defined flow characteristics for the three basins using 
streamflow records and synoptic measurements. A sub
sequent study (Maurer and others, 1996) documented 
hydrologic conditions in six basins along the Carlin 
trend, including surface-water characteristics of the 
Humboldt River and its tributaries. 

During phase one of the Humboldt River Basin 
Assessment, Berger ( 1999) updated and refined meth
ods used for estimating the different components of 
hydrographic-area water budgets. These methods 
included precipitation models based on precipitation 
from 1961 to 1990, revised techniques for estimating 
mass-balance calculations, and new estimates of 
ground-water discharge. Berger (2000) used these 
methods to refine previously determined water budgets 
for 14 hydrographic areas in the middle Humboldt 
River Basin. 

Description of Study Area 

The Humboldt River originates in northeastern 
Nevada near Wells and flows to the west and southwest 
for a river distance of about 450 mi to its termination in 
the Humboldt Sink near Lovelock (Warmath and 
Medina, 2001 ). This report focuses on two reaches of 
the river - one in the middle Humboldt River Basin 
and the other a short reach in the westernmost part of 
the upper Humboldt River Basin (pl. I). For purposes 
of this report, the middle Humboldt River (fig. I) is 
defined as that reach of the river that extends from the 
USGS stream-gaging station near Carlin (hereafter 
referred to as Carlin) to the State Route 789 bridge at 
Preble, which is about 5 mi upstream from Golconda. 

Horton (2000) reported the approximate flood
plain length of the middle Humboldt River to be 87 mi, 
excluding the river's many meanders. The U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers ( 1975, table 2) measured the same 
flood-plain length at 100.8 mi. For this study, using 
GIS methods, the river distance along the entire study 
area was determined to be about 154 mi. In addition, 
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the river and flood-plain distances were compared 
between the gaging stations Humboldt River at Dunphy 
and Humboldt River at Battle Mountain (hereafter 
referred to as Dunphy and Battle Mountain, respec
tively). According to GIS methods, the river distance of 
this reach is 31 mi. The flood-plain distance, deter
mined from aerial photographs taken on May 22, 1984, 
when the Humboldt River reached its third highest 
stage since 1907, was 24 mi. Together, these studies 
show the river channel length to be from 1.3 to 2.0 
times the length of the flood plain. 

The study area spans two climate zones: mid-lat
itude steppe and subhumid continental (Houghton and 
others, 1975, p. 3). The mid-latitude steppe zone, 
located at altitudes below 6,000 ft, has an arid climate 
with 6-7 in. annual precipitation as rain and snow. The 
subhumid continental zone, at higher altitudes, has 
about 25 in. annual precipitation, mostly as snow 
(Houghton and others, 1975, p. 71 ). Runoff entering 
the Humboldt River originates mostly as snowmelt 
from the slopes of nearby mountains, and, to a lesser 
extent, as runoff from rainfall. 

The flow of the Humboldt River is generally 
westward through the study area (pl. 1 ). The average 
flow of the river at the Carlin gaging station is 385 ft3 Is. 
Marys, Maggie, and Susie Creeks, which have a com
bined average flow of 49 ft3 Is, enter the river at Carlin. 
Other sources of inflow include mine-dewatering flow 
from the Gold Quarry Mine that enters the Humboldt 
River via Maggie Creek. On a small unnamed tributary 
of Maggie Creek is Maggie Creek Dam and Reservoir, 
which has a capacity of 6,500 acre-ft and is used for 
temporary storage of excess water from the mine (pl. 
1 ). In the valley downstream from Carlin, flood irriga
tion is used on pasture lands to support grazing. Below 
Tyrol, the river flows to the southwest and west through 
a canyon near Palisade where the average flow is 403 
ft3 Is. Pine Creek, with an average flow of 13 ft3 Is, is a 
perennial tributary that enters the river below Palisade. 

Downstream from Beowawe, the Humboldt River 
flows to the northwest where the average valley-floor 
altitude is about 4,650 ft. The river flood plain adjacent 
to Whirlwind Valley is an agricultural area character
ized by a complex system of channels, diversions, and 
return flows. The intricate canal-and-ditch system that 
begins above Beowawe and further downstream is used 
to irrigate fields in this area and farther downstream at 
Boulder Flat. The average flow of the Humboldt River 



at Dunphy is 454 ft3 /s. The TS Ranch Dam and Reser
voir, which is about 15 mi north of Dunphy, is used for 
storage of excess water from the Betze Mine. Water 
from the reservoir was released to the Humboldt River 
by way of a canal for about 14 months in 1998-99. 
Since then, however, water from the reservoir has 
been used for irrigation in Boulder Flat. Willow Creek 
Reservoir, about 45 mi northeast of Battle Mountain, 
is on Willow Creek, a tributary of Rock Creek. The 
average flow of Rock Creek where it enters Boulder 
Flat is 41 ft3/s. Rock Creek flows to the southwest 
across Boulder Flat and enters the Humboldt River near 
Battle Mountain. 

The average flow of the Humboldt River at Battle 
Mountain is 376 ft3/s. From here, the river flows to the 
northwest along a flood plain that is several miles wide. 
In this area, which has an average valley-floor altitude 
of about 4,400 ft, the primary agricultural activities are 
hay production and cattle grazing. Relict Humboldt 
River and Reese River channels formed by old mean
ders provide conduits for irrigation water during peri
ods of overbank flow. The major relict channels in this 
area are the Mcintyre and Herrin Sloughs (pl. 1 ). 

Flowing to the northwest, the Humboldt River 
then enters the northern edge of Pumpernickel Valley 
near Red House Flat. Hay production and cattle grazing 
are in this area of the basin as well. Mine-dewatering 
inflows enter the Humboldt River from the south 
through the Lone Tree Mine cooling ponds and the Iron 
Point Relief Canal. Downstream from Red House Flat, 
where it has an average flow of 342 ft3 /s, the river flows 
to the southwest through another agricultural area near 
Comus, then into a small canyon near Preble before 
flowing west toward Golconda and Winnemucca. 

Purpose and Scope 

This report discusses the development of a sur
face-water model of the middle Humboldt River, which 
is the reach of the river between the Carlin gaging sta
tion on the east and the bridge at Preble on the west (pl. 
1 ). The report: (I) briefly describes operational prac
tices in use on the middle Humboldt River; (2) docu
ments construction of a model of monthly flows on the 
middle Humboldt River, including flow-routing and 
operations modules, data used to simulate flow routing 
and operations, operational logic, and simplifying 
assumptions; and (3) tests the hydrologic and hydraulic 

characterization of the middle Humboldt River model 
by comparing observed and simulated streamflow and 
by evaluating limitations of, and possible improve
ments to, the model. A monthly time step was chosen 
for model simulations because of the lack of complete 
data for all components of flows in this reach of the 
Humboldt River. 

Streamflow and operations were simulated using 
streamflow data for water years 1944-99 (from Octo
ber 1, 1943, to September 30, 1999). This period was 
chosen because streamflow data were collected at more 
gages during this time span than during previous peri
ods. Moreover, this period represents a broad range of 
streamflows in the Humboldt River, allowing the accu
racy of the model to be tested under conditions ranging 
from low flows during droughts to high flows during 
floods. 
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Notice 

The· customized software application and sup
porting materials (data and documentation) presented 
herein are made available by the USGS to be used in the 
public interest and for the advancement of science. 
Table 1 lists the model file names, sizes, description, 
and formats available. The authors, USGS, or the 
United States Government assume no liability for the 
contents or the use thereof. This documentation does 
not constitute a standard, specification, or regulation. 
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Table 1. Name, size, and description of files managed by 
the ANNIE program for the middle Humboldt River 

model 1 

File name 

hspf12.0 

annie2.2 

humb.wdm 

humb.uci 

humtrib.uci 

Size (bytes) Description 

5,859,268 Binary file containing 
source code for HSPF 
model version 12.0 
(Bicknell and others, 1997). 

3,425,836 Binary file containing 
source code for data 
management system 
ANNIE (Lumb and others, 
1990). 

9,520,000 Binary file created by 
ANNIE which contains 
data sets. 

158,000 ASCII-format file 
containing user control 
input file for operations 
model. 

161,000 ASCII-format file 
containing user control 
input file for computation 
of Humboldt River tributary 
inflows. 

1 For more information, contact Public Information Assistant 
by e_mail at <GS-W-NVpublic-info@usgs.gov>. The model data 
base and source code are available both online and on a CD-ROM. 

DESCRIPTION OF MIDDLE HUMBOLDT 
RIVER OPERATIONAL PRACTICES 

Water rights in the Humboldt River Basin are 
based on the appropriative doctrine. Often expressed as 
"first in time, first in right," the doctrine states that the 
first person to put a quantity of water to beneficial use 
has a higher priority, or right, to the water than does a 
subsequent water user. Each water user is assigned a 
priority year (date of establishment of a water right) 
that is significant in relation to the dates assigned to 
other water users, particularly when available water is 
insufficient to meet all the needs of legal users. Under 
drought conditions, users with later appropriative dates 
may not receive the water allotted to them. 

- Because the Humboldt River Basin is entirely 
within the State of Nevada, water rights along the river 
have been determined solely through state decrees. Use 
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and diversion of most of the flow of the Humboldt 
River are regulated by the Bartlett and Edwards 
Decrees (Hennen, 1964a; 1964b), which specify indi
vidual water rights. The Reese River system is subject 
to different decrees because its water does not normally 
discharge into the Humboldt River. NDWR water com
missioners are responsible for administering distribu
tion of water according to these decreed water rights. 

Climatic conditions can vary greatly from year to 
year and between the upper and lower reaches of the 
Humboldt River. In wet years, Humboldt River stream
flow can supply enough water for three irrigation 
cycles, while in dry years it may support only one 
cycle. Return flows from irrigation also can vary with 
climate. This variability is taken into consideration 
when the distribution of water is determined (Hennen, 
1964b, p. 13-14). 

Bartlett Decree 

The 1931 Bartlett Decree (Mashburn and 
Mathews, 1943) adjudicates appropriative rights on the 
Humboldt River downstream of Palisade. The decree 
provides for a continuous flow rate of 0.81 ft3 Is for 
each I 00 acres of water-righted lands. According to the 
decree, the irrigation season usually runs for six 
months from March 15 through September 15 of any 
given year (Mashburn and Mathews, 1943, p. 28-30). 
In practice, the dates of the irrigation season are deter
mined by the amount of recent precipitation, the type of 
crop grown (harvest crop, meadow pasture, or diversi
fied pasture), and the amount of water available in the 
river. 

Edwards Decree 

The 1935 Edwards Decree (Mashburn and 
Mathews, 1943) adjudicates appropriative rights on the 
Humboldt River upstream of Palisade. The decree pro
vides for a continuous flow rate of 1.23 ft3/s for each 
100 acres of water-righted lands. According to the 
decree, the irrigation season usually runs for four 
months from April15 through August 15 of any given 
year (Horton, 2000, p. 1-70-71). As under the Bartlett 
Decree, the actual dates of the irrigation season are 
determined by the amount of recent precipitation, the 
type of crop grown, and the amount of water available 
in the river. 



Water distribution on the Humboldt River as 
defined by the two decrees forms the basis for the logic 
used in the operations module discussed in the follow
ing sections. This logic includes descriptions of irriga
tion diversions and irrigation return flows. 

CONSTRUCTION OF SURFACE-WATER 
MODEL 

To simulate monthly streamflow and river opera
tions of the middle Humboldt River, a surface-water 
model (fig. 2) was constructed within a larger modeling 
system that includes ANNIE, a data-base management 
program (Lumb and others, 1990), and HSPF (Hydro
logical Simulation Program-FORTRAN), which simu
lates river operations and a variety of hydrologic 
processes (Bicknell and others, 1997). This modeling 
system provides standard formats for data exchange as 
well as support for statistical and graphical analysis 
(Bohman and others, 1995). Figure 2 shows how data 
management, flow-routing and operations modules, 
and hydraulic parameters are related to the middle 
Humboldt River model. 

Surface-water models are unique applications of 

generic programs such as HSPF. Once data and param

eters pertaining to a particular river or basin are input to 

the program, the resulting model cannot be used to sim

ulate a different river or basin. ANNIE, HSPF, and the 

data from this study are available in electronic form. 

Data-Management Program 

Data used by the model are managed by ANNIE, 

an interactive program that combines file creation with 

data management, analysis, and display. ANNIE is 

used to manage the daily time-series data describing 

each component of the hydrologic system along the 

middle Humboldt River. Individual HSPF modules use 

the ANNIE time-series data as input and are capable of 

writing files as output to be formatted and managed by 

ANNIE. Each time-series of data is assigned a unique 

data set number and stored in the Watershed Data Man

agement (WDM) file. Table 1 lists the model file 

names, sizes, descriptions, and available formats. 

Database 
(WDM file) 

Middle Humboldt River Model 
(HSPF program) 

ANNIE 
(Data Management Program) 

FTABLE 
Block 

Figure 2. Flowchart showing relation of data management, and flow-routing and operations modules to middle 
Humboldt River model. ' 
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Hydrological Simulation Program-FORTRAN 

HSPF consists of a vafiety of modules used to 
simulate operations or physical hydrologic processes 
such as flow routing and precipitation-runoff, as well 
as associated water-quality processes on the land sur
face, in streams, and in well-mixed impoundments 
(Bicknell and others, 1997). Some of these HSPF mod
ules can be used by themselves, while others must be 
used in combination with one or more other modules. 
The surface-water model for the middle Humboldt 
River requires the use of both a flow-routing module 
and an operations module. The flow-routing module 
characterizes the movement of water into and through 
each of the 12 reaches of the mainstem middle Hum
boldt River while the operations module simulates the 
regulation of water movement within and out of each 
reach. The two modules must be run in combination. 

HSPF was chosen for use in this model primarily 
because it can: (1) simulate streamflows continuously 
over different flow regimes, including periods of storm 
runoff and low flows; (2) depict flow at a variety of 
time intervals, including monthly (this study), daily, 
and hourly; (3) incorporate the hydraulics of complex 
natural and constructed drainage networks; ( 4) account 
both for channel inflows and diversions along a stream 
reach; and (5) produce simulation re~ults at each reach 
in the model. 

The information the user must provide to run 
HSPF is in the user's control input (UCI) file, which 
controls simulation of specific physical processes. The 
UCI provides instructions to HSPF by defining where a 
module's input and output commands are stored. 
Instructions for additional modules describing physical 
processes may be added to the UCI; these modules then 
are called by the UCI in a logical stepwise fashion. 

Each module in HSPF includes one or more 
"blocks" that group the computations needed by each 
module. The flow-routing module uses three blocks: 
(1) the unsteady-flow block (HYDR); (2) the reach
properties block (FTABLE); and (3) the reach-reservoir 
block (RCHRES). The operations module uses: ( 1) the · 
RCHRES block; and (2) the special-actions block 
(SPECL). SPECL contains the conditional logic that 
simulates river operations. Both modules and all four 
blocks are required to fully simulate operations using 
HSPF. 

The HYDR block is capable of simulating flow 
through a complex network of channels, reservoirs, and 
irrigation diversions and returns. HYDR represents 
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physical processes of flow by treating river reaches as 
a series of linked (but not necessarily linear) reservoirs. 
(A reach is a single zone between two points along a 
river.) Inflow to and outflow from a reach either may be 
simulated by HSPF or provided to HSPF as actual time
series data, such as streamflow measured at gaging sta
tions. The outflow from one reach then is routed to the 
next downstream reach using a modified kinematic
wave or storage-routing algorithm. Any water-convey
ance system with known and unchanging hydraulic 
characteristics may be included in the flow network. 
Such systems include all streams, tributaries, lakes, and 
reservoirs as well as irrigation canals, ditches, and 
drains where open channel conditions occur. 

The RCHRES block in HSPF simulates flow pro
cesses within a single reach. Flow through a reach is 
assumed to travel downstream only. Main-stem flow 
and additional sources, such as tributary and irrigation 
return flow, enter a reach from defined inlets. Precipi
tation, evaporation, evapotranspiration (ET), and other 
fluxes may affect the flow within a reach. Outflow in 
the model, such as irrigation diversions or ground
water losses, may leave a reach through a total of five 
defined outlets. RCHRES routes the streamflow by 
performing a water-budget analysis that accounts for 
all inflow to, outflow from, and volume of water stored 
in each reach for a given time interval. 

In the FTABLE block, HSPF stores cross-sec
tional data or channel geometry representing hydraulic 
properties of a river reach. Information in the FTABLE 
block specifies a fixed relationship between depth, sur
face area, volume, and discharge for each river reach. 

In summary, inflow and outflow data for the flow
routing module determine the volume of streamflow 
simulated by the model in RCHRES, whereas reach 
length and hydraulic characteristics in FTABLE deter
mine the timing and effect of flows and how that 
volume is routed from an upstream to a downstream 
reach in HYDR. 

To simulate river diversion operations, HSPF uses 
conditional logic derived from decrees such as the 
Bartlett and Edwards Decrees. Conditions that can be 
evaluated include time of year, reservoir stage, and 
storage; streamflow magnitude at a given location; and 
fulfillment of water demands or water rights. HSPF 
evaluates these conditions in reach (RCHRES) and 
simulates resultant operations. In the SPECL block, 
conditional logic controls inflows to and outflows from 
any particular river reach, which is required for each 
operations simulation. 



Flow-Routing Module Used in Middle 
Humboldt River Model 

Specific information needed to develop and apply 
the flow-routing module included: (1) division of the 
river into reaches, (2) the hydraulic characteristics of 
each reach, (3) the data needed to construct the flow
routing module, and (4) the assumptions made for sim
ulating streamflow. Each of these four items is dis
cussed in detail in the following sections. 

Division of River into Reaches 

Boundaries for the 12 reaches of the middle Hum
boldt River were chosen primarily where the hydraulic 
characteristics change the magnitude of flow. The 
boundaries were based on changes in channel gradient, 
tributary inflow, diversion points, diversion returns, 
and locations of gaging stations (table 2). Reaches 
range in length from 2 to nearly 33 mi (table 3). It is 
important to note that reach length is not measured as 
the linear distance between the ends of a reach. Instead, 
it is measured as the actual river channel distance, 
which as noted in a previous section can be as much as 
twice the linear distance. Humboldt River inflows and 
outflows for each reach are listed in table 2. 

Hydraulic Characteristics of Reaches 

Implementation of the HSPF flow-routing mod
ule requires detailed description of the hydraulic char
acteristics of the connected reaches of the stream being 
simulated. A representative set of hydraulic data must 
depict the cross-sectional features at several sites 
within each reach. The cross sections should be the 
most representative of the relation between stage and 
volume for that reach. Also required are channel length 
and average channel slope from each reach (table 3). 
The Channel Geometry Analysis Program (CGAP) 
(Regan and Schaffranek, 1985) uses these hydraulic 
data and the Manning equation to compute cross-sec
tional hydraulic features such as the area, volume, and 
discharge of each reach, and provides graphical repre
sentations of stage-discharge relations and cross-sec
tional plots. Plots allow visual checking of the data for 
errors in input. HSPF stores these cross-sectional data 
and channel geometry in tabular form in FTABLE for 
direct input to the HSPF model. 

The hydraulic characteristics (cross-sectional 
area, length, and slope) of the 12 reaches used for the 
middle Humboldt River model were compiled from 
various sources. Newmont Mining Corporation and 
USGS surveyed 51 cross sections. Reach length 
(table 3) was determined from geographic information 
system (GIS) coverages by digitizing the June 1994 
mainstem Humboldt River channel from digital ortho
photo quadrangles (Warmath and Medina,· 2001 ). The 
average slope of each reach (table 3) was determined 
from the change in altitude between cross sections and 
the distance along the river channel between sections. 
Reach length, in the form of river miles, is accessible 
on the Internet at <http://nevada.usgs.gov/humb>. 

The accuracy of each surveyed cross section is 
believed to be ±0.5 ft. The number of surveyed cross 
sections for individual reaches ranged from two for 
reach 3 to six for reach 6. Field surveys included 
measuring the channel cross section up to the 
approximate altitude of the highest flood, estimating 
roughness coefficients, and describing auxiliary 
channels. Surveyed cross sections generally were at 
representative locations about every 3 mi along the 
Humboldt River channel. In areas in which long 
overbank sections occurred, supplemental altitudes 
were determined from topographic maps in order to 
extend surveyed parts of cross sections so that each 
section would represent the full width of the flood 
plain. 

Data Needed to Construct the Flow-Routing 
Module 

Simulation of middle Humboldt River streamflow 
requires time series of hydrologic data describing river 
inflows and outflows. The data needed to simulate 
flows and test the flow-routing module are: (1) 
observed Humboldt River flow at the upstream model 
boundary, (2) tributary inflow data, (3) mine-dewater
ing inflow, and ( 4) ground-water gains or losses. The 
flow data were compiled into a comprehensive ANNIE 
data base in which each time series of data was 
assigned a unique data set number. Irrigation diversions 
and return flows are accounted for in a later section as 
part of the operations module. 
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Table 2. Middle Humboldt River model reach inflows and outflows 

Reach Inflow or outflow Description Type of data Name 

Inflow Inflow to reach I Measured Humboldt River near Carlin 

Inflow Tributary inflow Measured/estimated Susie Creek at Carlin 

Inflow Mine dewatering inflow Measured Gold Quarry Mine discharge to Maggie Creek 1 

Inflow Tributary inflow Measured/estimated Maggie Creek at Carlin 

Inflow Tributary inflow Measured/estimated Marys Creek at Carlin 

Outflow Diversion Simulated Linebarger Ditch 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Linebarger Ditch return 

Inflow/outflow Ground water gain or loss Estimated 

Outflow Outflow from reach 2 Simulated Humboldt River below Carlin 

2 Inflow Inflow from reach 1 Simulated 

Inflow Tributary inflow Estimated Woodruff Creek 

Outflow Diversion Simulated Griffin Ditch 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Griffin Ditch return 

Outflow Diversion Simulated Palisade ·Ditch 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Palisade Ditch return 

Inflow/outflow Ground water gain or loss Estimated 

Outflow Outflow to reach 3 Simulated Humboldt River above Palisade 

3 Inflow Inflow from reach 2 Simulated 

Inflow/outflow Ground water gain or loss Estimated 

Outflow Outflow to reach 4 Simulated Humboldt River at Palisade 

4 Inflow Inflow from reach 3 Simulated 

Inflow Tributary inflow Measured/estimated Pine Creek near Palisade 

Outflow Diversion Simulated Harney Ditch 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Harney Ditch return 

Inflow/outflow Ground water gain or loss Estimated 

Outflow Outflow to reach 5 Simulated Humboldt River below Harney 

5 Inflow Inflow from reach 4 Simulated 

Outflow Diversion Simulated Highline Canal 

Outflow· Diversion Simulated Corbett Canal 

Inflow Tributary inflow Estimated Crescent and Whirlwind Valleys 

Inflow/outflow Ground water gain or loss Estimated 

Outflow Outflow to reach 6 Simulated Humboldt River at Beowawe 
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Table 2. Middle Humboldt River model reach inflows and outflows-Continued 

Reach Inflow or outflow Description Type of data Name 

6 Inflow Inflow from reach 5 Simulated 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Highline Canal return 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Corbett Canal return 

Outflow Diversion Simulated Merchant Canal 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Merchant Canal return 

Outflow Diversion Simulated Westside Ditch 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Westside Ditch return 

Outflow Diversion Simulated White House Ditch 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated White House Ditch return 

Outflow Diversion Simulated Rose Canal 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Rose Canal return 

Inflow/outflow Ground water gain or loss Estimated 

Outflow Outflow to reach 7 Simulated Humboldt River at old US 40 at Dunphy 

7 Inflow Inflow from reach 6 Simulated 

Inflow Mine dewatering inflow Measured Betze Mine1 

Outflow Diversion Simulated Blue House Ditch 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Blue House Ditch return 

Outflow Diversion Simulated Slaven Ditch 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Slaven Ditch return 

Inflow/outflow Ground water gain or loss Estimated 

Outflow Outflow to reach 8 Simulated Humboldt River near Argenta 

8 Inflow Inflow from reach 7 Simulated 

Inflow Tributary inflow Measured/estimated Boulder Creek 

Outflow Diversion Estimated Tomera Ditch 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Tomera Ditch return 

Outflow Diversion Simulated Erickson Ditch 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Erickson Ditch return 

Outflow Diversion Simulated Licking Ditch 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Licking Ditch return 
'-

Inflow Tributary inflow Measured/estimated Rock Creek near Battle Mountain 

Inflow/outflow Ground water gain or loss Estimated 

Outflow Outflow to reach 9 Simulated Humboldt River at Battle Mountain 
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Table 2. Middle Humboldt River model reach inflows and outflows-Continued 

Reach Inflow or outflow Description Type of data Name 

9 Inflow Inflow from reach 8 Simulated 

Outflow Diversion Simulated 26 Ranch Ditch 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated 26 Ranch Ditch return 

Inflow Tributary inflow Estimated Reese River 

Outflow Diversion Simulated DL Ranch Ditch 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated DL Ranch Ditch return 

Inflow/outflow Ground water gain or loss Estimated 

Outflow Outflow to reach 1 0 Simulated Humboldt River near Valmy 

10 Inflow Inflow from reach 9 Simulated 

Outflow Diversion Simulated Ellison Ditch 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Ellison Ditch return 

Inflow/outflow Ground water gain or loss Estimated 

Outflow Outflow to reach 11 Simulated Humboldt River near Valmy 

11 Inflow Inflow from reach 10 Simulated 

Inflow Tributary inflow Estimated Pumpernickel Valley 

Inflow Tributary inflow Estimated Clovers Area 

Inflow Mine dewatering inflow Measured Lone Tree mine via Iron Point Relief Canal 1 

Outflow Diversion Simulated Red House Ditch 

Inflow Return from-diversion Simulated Red House Ditch return 

Outflow Diversion Simulated Gonzales Ditch 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Gonzales Ditch return 

Outflow Diversion Simulated Bliss Ditch 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Bliss Ditch return 

Inflow/outflow Ground water gain or loss Estimated 

Outflow Outflow to reach 11 Simulated Humboldt River near Comus 

12 Inflow Inflow from reach 11 Simulated 

Inflow Tributary inflow Estimated Kelly Creek 

Outflow Diversion Simulated Christenson Ditch 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Christenson Ditch return 

Outflow Diversion Simulated Petit Ditch 

Inflow Return from diversion Simulated Petit Ditch return 

Inflow/outflow Ground water gain or loss Estimated 

Outflow Simulated Humboldt River at Preble 

1 See table I 0 for period of record for mine dewatering. 
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Table 3. Selected reach characteristics of the middle 
Humboldt River used to describe hydraulic properties 

Reach number Reach length Reach slope 
(pl. 1) (miles) (foot per foot) 

1 10.76 0.00075 

2 6.96 .00073 

3 2.00 .00136 

4 9.03 .00080 

5 12.03 .00104 

6 14.62 .00079 

7 17.13 .00083 

8 14.29 .00033 

9 32.70 .00037 

10 4.16 .00067 

11 20.65 .00023 

12 9.48 .00037 

Observed Humboldt River Flow 

Streamflow data for water years 1944-99 at the 
Carlin gaging station were used as inflows at the 
upstream model boundary. Streamflow data for six 
Humboldt River gaging stations were used to test sim
ulated streamflow at interior model points (pl. 1, table 
4 ). These data were consolidated into the Humboldt 
River data base. However, the periods of record for 
these USGS gaging stations differ and generally do not 
include the entire 1944-99 period (table 4). 

Tributary Inflows 

The simulation of middle Humboldt River 
streamflow for the 1944-99 period is dependent either 
on measured or estimated tributary inflows to the river. 
Because tributary inflows were not regularly measured 
during the 1944-99 period, a method was developed to 
estimate the inflows when gaging-station data are 
unavailable. Techniques from previous investigators 
and statistical analysis of flow data from gaged basins 
in central and northern Nevada were used to make the 
estimates of tributary inflows. These estimated inflows 
then were distributed to the model river reaches. The 
following sections list major middle Humboldt River 
tributaries, previous flow estimation techniques, and 
the methods used in this study to estimate tributary 
inflows to the middle Humboldt River. 

The middle Humboldt River receives varying 
amounts of inflow from 12 principal tributaries (see 
table 5 and pl. 1 for site locations). Mashburn and 
Mathews ( 1943, p. 23-26) recognized these and other 
Humboldt River tributaries and defined the general 
timing of runoff from them. Eakin and Lamke ( 1966, p. 
36) estimated average annual runoff for Humboldt 
River tributaries at their respective mouths. On the 
basis of these two studies and on observations made 
during the current study, five of the tributaries (Cres
cent and Whirlwind Valleys, Boulder Flat, Clovers 
Area~ Pumpernickel Valley, and the Kelley Creek area) 
were determined to be non-contributing, with minimal 
inflow to the Humboldt River. The seven tributaries 

Table 4. Streamflow gaging stations in the middle Humboldt River Basin data network used in the 
flow-routing and river-operation$ modules 

Site number Station 
Station name 

Period of record ANNIE data-
(pl. 1) number (water year) set number 

2 10321000 Humboldt River near Carlin 1944-99 210 

4 10322500 Humboldt River at Palisade 1903-06, 1 911-99 250 

5 10323425 Humboldt River at old U.S. Highway 40 1991-99 270 
bridge, at Dunphy 

7 10323500 Humboldt River near Argenta 1946-83 280 

9 10325000 Humboldt River at Battle Mountain 1921-24, 1946-81, 1991-99 300 

10 10327000 Humboldt River near Valmy 1950-58 315 

12 10327500 Humboldt River near Comus 1895-1926, 1946-99 320 
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Table 5. Selected basin characteristics of tributaries to the middle Humboldt River used in the 
flow-routing and operations modules 

Drainage Latitude Longitude Model ANNIE data-set 
Humboldt tributary basin 

area (mi2> (decimal degrees) (decimal degrees) reach number 

Susie Creek 194 40.725 116.077 9800 

Maggie Creek 400 40.716 116.092 9801 

Marys Creek 45.4 40.711 116.125 9802 

Woodruff Creek 60.6 40.700 116.13 2 9803 

Pine Creek 999 40.595 116.174 4 9804 

Crescent and Whirlwind Valleys 1 1,130 40.66 116.40 5 9805 

Boulder Flat 1 540 40.650 116.67 8 9807 

Rock Creek 875 40.824 116.584 8 9806 

Reese River 2,510 40.667 116.993 9 9808 

Clovers Area 1 300 40.92 116.00 11 9810 

Pumpernickel Valley 1 300 40.83 116.00 11 9809 

Kelley Creek 1 300 41.00 117.33 12 9811 

1 Flow is minimal from this basin or stream to the Humboldt River. 

that do flow into the middle Humboldt River are, in 
downstream order: Susie Creek, Maggie Creek, Marys 
Creek, Woodruff Creek, Pine Creek, Rock Creek, and 
the Reese River. 

Flows of ungaged streams or of stream gaging 
stations with incomplete records can be estimated 
using two different methods. The "index method," 
described by Maurer ( 1986, p. 13-1 5) determined 
regression equations to estimate streamflow at seven 
tributaries to the Carson River in western Nevada and 
eastern California. His estimates were based on stream
flow records for an index gaging station and on concur
rent discharge measurements at the ungaged streams. 
Hess (1999, p. 4-9) updated the equations with 
additional concurrent discharge measurements and 
extended the estimates to include four additional 
tributaries to the upper Carson River. 

The "duration method," described by Parrett and 
Cartier ( 1990), used methods applicable to western 
Montana basins for estimating mean monthly discharge 
and various points on the daily mean-flow duration 
curve for each month. One method was based on 
multiple regression equations relating the monthly 
streamflow characteristics to various basin and climatic 
variables. Hess and Bohman (1996) developed tech
niques for estimating monthly mean streamflow and 
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monthly streamflow duration characteristics in central 
Nevada using streamflow data at gaged sites. A stream
flow-duration curve is a cumulative frequency curve 
that shows the percentage of time that specified dis
charges are equalled or exceeded. 

For the middle Humboldt River, regression anal
ysis was not used to directly estimate unique, historical 
(1944-99) streamflows of the seven tributaries listed 
in table 5. Instead, the duration method was used to 
develop an estimated streamflow-duration curve for 
each of the seven tributaries. This was done by relating 
streamflow-duration curves for three index gaging sta
tions in the Humboldt River Basin to estimated stream
flow-duration curves determined from regression 
equations similar to those in Parrett and Cartier ( 1990) 
and Hess and Bohman ( 1996). The regression equa
tions were determined by relating streamflow charac
teristics of the duration curve at 31 gaged tributaries 
(tables 6 and 7) to its basin and climatic characteristics. 
Ten of these gaged tributaries are within the Humboldt 
River Basin and the rest are outside the basin in north
ern and central Nevada (fig. 3). 

For this study, the USGS gaging stations at 
Lamoille Creek near Lamoille, Rock Creek near Battle 
Mountain, and Martin Creek near Paradise Valley were 
used as index stations for the seven tributaries listed in 
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Table 6. Monthly streamflow duration characteristics of selected streams in northern Nevada 

Station 
number 

Monthly streamflow equaled or exceeded for indicated percentage of time, in cubic feet per second 

10243240 

10243260 

10243700 

10244720 

10244950 

10245445 

10245800 

10245900 

10245910 

10245925 

10246846 

10249190 

10249280 

10249300 

10249900 

10315500 

10316500 

10319500 

10320500 

10323000 

10324500 

10325500 

10328000 

10329000 

10329500 

10353000 

10353700 

10353750 

10353770 

13161500 

Station name 

Baker Creek at Narrows, near Baker 

Lehman Creek near Baker 

Cleve Creek near Ely 

Franklin River near Arthur 

Steptoe Creek near Ely 

lllipah Creek near Hamilton 

Newark Valley tributary near Hamilton 

Pine Creek near Belmont 

Mosquito Creek near Belmont 

Stoneberger Creek near Austin 

Little Currant Creek near Currant 

Willow Creek near Warm Springs 

Kingston Creek below Cougar Canyon near Austin 

South Twin River near Round Mountain 

Chiatovich Creek near Dyer 

Marys River above Hot Springs Creek near Deeth 

Lamoille Creek near Lamoille 

Huntington Creek near Lee 

South Fork Humboldt River near Elko 

Pine Creek near Palisade 

Rock Creek near Battle Mountain 

Reese River near lone 

Pole Creek near Golconda 

Little Humboldt River near Paradise Valley 

Martin Creek near Paradise Valley 

East Fork Quinn River near McDermitt 

Leonard Creek near Denio 

Mahogany Creek near Summit Lake 

South Willow Creek near Gerlach 

Bruneau River at Rowland 

East Stewart Creek near lone 
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9.95 
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9.61 
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17.3 
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17.9 

86.5 
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13.7 

8.34 
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1.22 

10 
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12.9 

19.5 

38.7 
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8.13 

4.57 
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4.57 

3.05 

11.9 

16.5 

4.57 

3.05 

13.7 
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28.0 
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33.6 

13.7 

63.3 

99.7 

76.1 

13.7 

6.90 

4.59 
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.87 
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8.05 

6.10 

11.0 

11.1 

7.79 

4.77 

.44 
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1.71 
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4.07 
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1.76 

6.38 

9.52 

73.4 
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34.3 

9.56 

4.98 

25.3 

41.4 

28.8 

6.89 

3.65 

1.28 
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.38 

50 

2.86 

2.53 

7.74 

3.33 

4.73 

2.16 

.09 

1.97 

.78 

.45 

1.36 

1.97 

.82 

2.90 

7.45 

20.2 

8.86 

12.6 . 

38.4 

8.45 

6.27 

3.86 

1.71 

9.98 

11.1 

6.76 

3.83 

2.01 

.28 

40.4 

.20 

75 

1.95 

1.59 

6.00 

2.17 

3.60 

.84 

.02 

1.37 

.49 

.24 

.51 

1.37 

.49 

1.99 

6.24 

5.79 

5.38 

5.94 

15.5 

2.13 

1.67 

2.42 

.55 

7.20 

7.31 

3.41 

2.42 

1.28 

.07 

19.9 

.12 

90 

1.44 

1.26 

5.03 

1.63 

2.76 

.55 

.01 

1.10 

.33 

.18 

.18 

1.10 

.33 

1.49 

5.15 

1.93 

3.85 

3.03 

5.85 

.27 

.63 

1.53 

.22 

6.47 

5.75 

1.64 

1.64 

.89 

.02 

11.5 

.08 

95 

0.79 

1.15 

4.56 

1.48 

2.41 

.44 

.01 

1.02 

.27 

.15 

.09 

1.02 

.25 

1.25 

4.46 

1.35 

3.33 

2.26 

2.81 

.17 

.24 

1.20 

.12 

6.20 

5.20 

1.23 

1.37 

.77 

.01 

8.17 

.07 

99 

0.20 

.82 

3.99 

.97 

1.97 

.30 

.01 

.83 

.16 

.10 

.03 

.83 

.16 

.92 

3.27 

.56 

2.66 

1.44 

.35 

.08 

.05 

.59 

.03 

5.65 

4.29 

.53 

.65 

.45 

.01 

4.58 

.05 



Table 7. Streams in northern Nevada used to estimate tributary inflow to the middle Humboldt River 

Site number Station 
Station name 

Period of record ANNIE data-
(fig. 3) number (water year) set number 

10243240 Baker Creek at Narrows, near Baker 1948-55, 1993-97 10 

2 10243260 Lehman Creek near Baker 1948-55, 1993-97 20 

3 10243700 Cleve Creek near Ely 1914-99a 30 

4 10244720 Franklin River near Arthur 1964-83 40 

5 10244950 Steptoe Creek near Ely 1966--99 50 

6 10245445 Illipah Creek near Hamilton 1983-87, 1990--94 60 

7 10245800 Newark Valley tributary near Hamilton 1962-86 70 

8 10245900 Pine Creek near Belmont 1978-99 80 

9 10245910 Mosquito Creek near Belmont 1978-99 90 

10 10245925 Stoneberger Creek near Austin 1978-97 100 

11 10246846 Little Currant Creek near Currant 1965-81, 1983-86, 1990--94 110 

12 10249190 Willow Creek near Warm Springs 1978-92 120 

13 10249280 Kingston Creek below Cougar Canyon near Austin 1967-99 130 

14 10249300 South Twin River near Round Mountain 1965-99 140 

15 10249900 Chiatovich Creek near Dyer 1961-82 150 

16 10315500 Marys River above Hot Springs Creek near Deeth 1944-80, 1982-99 160 

17 10316500 Lamoille Creek near Lamoille 1915-23, 1944-99 170 

18 10319500 Huntington Creek near Lee 1949-72 190 

19 10320500 South Fork Humboldt River near Elko 1896-1973a 200 

20 10323000 Pine Creek near Palisade 1912-14, 1946--58 260 

21 10324500 Rock Creek near Battle Mountain 1918-29, 1946-99a 290 

22 10325500 Reese River near lone 1951-80 310 

23 10328000 Pole Creek near Golconda 1961-73 330 

24 10329000 Little Humboldt River near Paradise Valley 1922-28, 1944-74 340 

25 10329500 Martin Creek near Paradise Valley 1922-99 350 

26 10353000 East Fork Quinn River near McDermitt 1949-81 360 

27 10353700 Leonard Creek near Denio 1961-83 410 

28 10353750 Mahogany Creek near Summit Lake 1987-99 420 

29 10353770 South Willow Creek near Gerlach 1973-99 430 

30 13161500 Bruneau River at Rowland 1913-18, 1967-99 440 

31 East Stewart Creek near lone 1987-92 450 

a Fragmentary record. 
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Figure 3. Location of selected streamflow gaging stations in north-central Nevada. 
Statistical analysis of records for these stations was to develop estimated 1944-99 
streamflow of seven tributaries of the middle Humboldt River. 
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table 5. The percent exceedences of the flow duration 
curves for the three index stations were computed 
based on a statistical analysis of available monthly data 
for each station. Monthly streamflows are defined as 
the average streamflow for any given month. Stream
flows that were exceeded 1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90, 95, 
and 99 percent of the time were computed; these are 
listed in table 6. 

Duration curves at the 31 gaged tributary streams 
were determined from continuous streamflow data for 
sites near the Humboldt River Basin (for site locations, 
see fig. 3 and table 7). Stations used had at least 5 years 
of record available between 1944 and 1999, although 
some stations did not have a complete record for all 
months. The period of record for all stations did not 
necessarily overlap. Listed in table 6 are monthly 
streamflow-duration data for each of the 31 gaged 
tributary sites. 

Basin characteristics for the middle Humboldt 
River tributaries (table 8) were measured on USGS 
topographic maps. Total drainage area of the tributary 
was determined by methods described by Cartier and 
others (1994) using GIS data bases with basin bound
aries identified on 1 :24,000-scale topographic maps. 
Latitude and longitude at the tributary mouth were 
measured from USGS topographic maps. 

Basin and climatic characteristics were measured 
at each of the 31 gaged tributary sites. Drainage area, 
latitude and longitude, and elevation at the site were 
determined from USGS topographic maps. Mean 
annual precipitation was the basin average precipita
tion as determined from GIS methods summarizing the 
distribution of precipitation simulated by the Parame
ter-Elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes 
Model (PRISM) developed by the Oregon Climate 
Service (G.H. Taylor, Oregon State Climatologist, 
written commun., May 1997). Mean basin altitude was 
determined by GIS methods using elevation data from 
1-degree DEM (Digital Elevation Model) (U.S. Geo
logical Survey, 1995). The stream length was the dis
tance in miles along the main channel from the gaging 
station to the basin divide as measured on the maps. 
The channel slope was measured between points that 
are 10 percent and 85 percent of the main channel 
length upstream from the study site. Percentages of 
each basin above 6,000 ft, 8,000 ft, and 10,000 ft, 
respectively, were determined from GIS methods. A 
qualitative variable indicating the exposure (north, 
south, east, or west) of the drainage area was included 
in the analysis to determine if a rain-shadow effect was 
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discernible. The measured physical and climatic char
acteristics associated with each station are listed in 
table 8. 

In general terms, a multiple-regression analysis 
was used to derive estimating regression equations in 
the form: 

where: 
Q.u is the monthly streamflow with a percent 

exceedence probability of xx; 
A and Bare the basin physical and climatic 

characteristics; and 
a, b, and care the regression coefficients. 

(1) 

For the middle Humboldt River, monthly stream
flow-duration data and basin physical and climatic 
characteristics at the 31 gaged sites were transformed 
to logarithms. Monthly streamflows for each percent 
exceedencelevelof1,5, 10,25,50, 75,90,95,and99 
percent (nine different levels) were related to the basin 
and climatic characteristics using the multiple-regres
sion procedure (SAS Institute, 1995, p. 440). The mul
tiple regression evaluates each independent variable in 
tum and includes the variable in the final regression 
equation if its use significantly improves the data fit. 

Several statistics were used to identify the pres
ence of outliers in the streamflow data for the 31 basins. 
These statistics included the hat matrix, studentized 
residual, covariance ratio matrix, Cook's D-test, and 
PRESS statistic (SAS Institute, 1999, p. 1418-19, and 
Helsel and Hirsch, 1997, p. 247-250). These statistics 
indicated that two sites had outlier data. One of the sites 
is the Newark Valley tributary near Hamilton because it 
has long periods of no flow. The other site is the South 
Fork Humboldt River near Elko because flow at this 
site greatly exceeds flow at the other sites. Data for 
these two sites were removed from the subsequent 
statistical analysis. 

The results of the multiple-regression analyses 
for the remaining 29 gaged basins indicate that drain
age area and latitude are the best descriptors for 
estimating monthly streamflow characteristics. Two 
statistics, coefficient of determination (r2) and the 
standard error of estimate, were used to evaluate the 
reliability of the derived equations. The coefficient of 
determination ranged from 0.07 to 0.95 and the average 
was 0.55. The standard error of estimate of the relations 
ranged from 81 to 144 percent and the average was 103 
percent. 
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Table 8. Selected basin physical and climatic characteristics of gaged tributary streams in north-central Nevada 

Station 
number Station name 

10243240 Baker Creek at Narrows, near Baker 

10243260 Lehman Creek near Baker 

10243700 Cleve Creek near Ely 

10244720 Franklin River near Arthur 

10244950 Steptoe Creek near Ely 

10245445 Illipah Creek near Hamilton 

10245800 Newark Valley tributary near Hamilton 

10245900 Pine Creek near Belmont 

10245910 Mosquito Creek near Belmont 

I 0245925 Stoneberger Creek near Austin 

I 0246846 Little Currant Creek near Currant 

I 0249190 Willow Creek near Warm Springs 

10249280 Kingston Creek below Cougar Canyon 
near Austin 

10249300 South Twin River near Round Mountain 

10249900 Chiatovich Creek near Dyer 

10315500 Marys River above Hot Springs Creek 
near Deeth 

10316500 Lamoille Creek near Lamoille 

10319500 Huntington Creek near Lee 

I 0320500 South Fork Humboldt River near Elko 

10323000 Pine Creek near Palisade 

I 0324500 Rock Creek near Battle Mountain 

I 0325500 Reese River near lone 

I 0328000 Pole Creek near Golconda 

10329000 Little Humboldt River near Paradise Valley 

I 0329500 Martin Creek near Paradise Valley 

10353000 East Fork Quinn River near McDermitt 

I 0353700 Leonard Creek near Denio 

10353750 Mahogany Creek near Summit Lake 

10353770 South Willow Creek near Gerlach 

13161500 Bruneau River at Rowland 

East Stewart Creek near lone 

Gage Main Mean basin Stream A n al Latitude Longitude Percentage Percentage Percentage 
Drainage altitude channel altitude (feet length pre ~ -~ tion Aspect (mouth) (mouth) of basin of basin of basin 

area (feet above slope (!eet above sea (miles) (i~p~ as) (decimal (decimal above above above 

16.6 

8.9 

31.4 

10.5 

10.8 

30.7 

157.2 

12.1 

15 

35.8 

12.6 

16.5 

23.4 

19.3 

36.1 

390.1 

24.9 

784.5 

1,290 

1,002 

864 

53.8 

10.3 

995 

175 

137 

50.8 

13.3 

31.3 

380.6 

.36 

sea level) per m1le) level) c e degrees) degrees) 6,000 feet 8,000 feet 10,000 feet 

6,750 

6,730 

6,200 

6,567 

7,440 

6,840 

6,120 

7,560 

7,200 

6,880 

6,700 

6,800 

6,480 

6,400 

6,350 

5,500 

6,240 

5,315 

5,100 

4,900 

4,670 

7,100 

4,920 

4,470 

4,700 

4,700 

4,300 

6,080 

4,500 

4,500 

9,455 

236 

496 

270 

588 

369 

138 

21 

720 

447 

204 

491 

160 

113 

604 

307 

37 

270 

11 

110 

24 

24 

180 

531 

23 

633 

68 

230 

307 

165 

63 

1,590 

9,506 

9,788 

8,951 

8,109 

8,969 

7,847 

6,859 

9,842 

9,415 

8,415 

8,381 

7,844 

8,595 

8,985 

9,912 

6,603 

8,976 

6,393 

6,327 

6,202 

5,732 

8,768 

6,861 

5,572 

6,223 

6,089 

6,161 

7,301 

5,826 

6,711 

10,170 

6.9 

5.92 

7.89 

5.76 

5.92 

8.81 

16.18 

5 

7.85 

12.55 

5.43 

6 

8.29 

8.1 

8.68 

44.2 

9.86 

58 

31.6 

66.1 

55.2 

13.45 

5.52 

57.2 

23.67 

23.8 

10.42 

5.68 

10.89 

44.2 

.85 

26.5 

28.2 

23.7 

31.5 

24 

15.9 

13.2 

21.9 

17.3 

16.9 

16.6 

9.83 

19.5 

19.3 

13.9 

15.9 

31.4 

14.6 

14.9 

12.8 

J 1.7 

17.2 

16.3 

15 

22.5 

22.8 

13.5 

8.5 

13.3 

18.5 

25.2 

east 40.56 

east 39.01 J 

east 39.216 

south 40.824 

north 39.201 

north 39.319 

south 39.417 

east 39.794 

west 38.806 

east 39.14 

south 38.84 7 

south 38.576 

east 39.213 

east 38.888 

east 37.833 

south 41.253 

west 

north 

north 

north 

south 

west 

north 

west 

south 

west 

south 

west 

south 

north 

west 

40.69 

40.563 

40.724 

40.595 

40.824 

38.85 

40.914 

41.415 

41.533 

41.983 

41.528 

41.542 

41.018 

41.933 

38.89 

114.96 

114.21 

114.529 

115.136 

114.69 

115.394 

115.631 

116.854 

116.679 

116.721 

115.367 

116.601 

117.113 

117.244 

118.203 

115.256 

115.476 

115.717 

115.829 

116.174 

116.584 

117.467 

117.531 

117.373 

117.428 

117.583 

118.713 

119.015 

119.351 

115.674 

117.36 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

75.6 

100 

54.8 

47.7 

52 

24.6 

100 

81.5 

21.6 

56 

56.4 

5l.l 

100 

29.7 

90.7 

100 

86 

89.6 

74.7 

49 

90.3 

38.8 

9.1 

98 

94.9 

72.1 

57.5 

35.6 

75.5 

86.2 

86.6 

6.6 

80.2 

7.2 

8.3 

1.7 

0.4 

77.5 

14.6 

.1 

1.9 

0 

7 

100 

.3 

4.6 

100 

36 

48.7 

22.3 

3.2 

13.3 

0 

.1 

45.6 

23.1 

.3 

7.6 

0 

6.1 

11.9 

45.5 

0 

15.8 

.4 

.8 

0 

0 

10.7 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

7.4 

0 

0 

66.7 



Neither of the statistical measures is acceptable. 
Therefore, residual values, computed as the difference 
between measured and computed flows, were evalu
ated to determine whether factors other than drainage 
area and latitude influence the outcome of the regres
sion analysis. The evaluation of residual values indicate 
that a single set of regression equations developed for 
29 basins in central and northern Nevada will not 
provide adequate estimates of tributary inflow to the 
middle Humboldt River. One reason for this is that 
basin latitude may not completely account for basin 
location in the regression equations. The equations 
produce more-accurate estimates when the basins are 
closely grouped rather than widespread. Another rea-

son is that large basins, especially those of several hun
dred square miles or more, have flow characteristics 
that differ from those of smaller basins. Consequently, 
each of the seven tributaries that provide inflow to the 
middle Humboldt River was grouped into one of four 
regions. For each of these tributaries, either the stream
flow-duration or index-station method was used to 
estimate flow to the middle Humboldt River when 
gaging-station data are available. 

The streamflow-duration method was used for 
region 1, which includes the basins of Susie, Maggie, 
Marys, and Woodruff Creeks (pl. 1 ; table 9). The coef
ficient of determination for the nine equations ranges 
from 0.17 to 0.94 and the average is 0.59. 

Table 9. Regression equations used to determine monthly tributary inflow in the middle 
Humboldt River Basin for use when gaging-station data are unavailable 

[Symbols: Qx, monthly streamflow for percent of time exceeded, in cubic feet per second; A, drainage area, in 

square miles; Lat, latitude in decimal degrees at the mouth of the basin; Q all• monthly discharge for all flows; 

Q martin• monthly discharge for station 10329500 (Martin Creek near Paradise Valley); Q rock• monthly discharge 

for station I 0324500 (Rock Creek near Battle Mountain); -, no value determined] 

Humboldt tributary basin 

Susie Creek 
Maggie Creek 
Marys Creek 
Woodruff Creek 
(Region 1) 

Pine Creek (Region 2) 

Rock Creek (Region 3) 

Reese River (Region 4) 

Regression equation used 
to estimate streamflows 1 

Q 1 =A -0.04 ((Lat-28)/10) -3·27 

Q 5 =A 0.05 ((Lat-28)/10) -2.05 

Q 10 = A 0·11 ((Lat-28)/1 0) -1.68 

Q 25 =A 0.22 ((Lat-28)/1 0) -0.97 

Q 50= A 0.32 ((Lat-28)110) 0.22 

Q 75 =A 0.42 ((Lat-28)/1 0) 2.91 

Q 90 =A 0.53 ((Lat-28)/10) 5.14 

Q 95 =A 0.61 ((Lat-28)/10) 5.56 

Q 99 = A 0.76 ((Lat-28)/10) 5.79 

Q all = -31.6 + 2.26 Q rock + 0.89 Q martin 

Q 1 =A -I.IO ((Lat-28)/10) 23·2 

Q 5 =A -0·90 ((Lat-28)/10) 21.8 

Q 10 = A -0.74 ((Lat-28)/10) 20.2 

Q 25 =A -0.40 ((Lat-28)110) 15·3 

Q 50= A -0.18 ((Lat-28)/10) 13.5 

Q 7s =A -0.07 ((Lat-28)11 0) 15.4 

Q 90 =A -0.02 ((Lat-28)/10) 17.9 

Q 95 = A 0.14 ((Lat-28)/10) 15.9 

Q 99 =A 0.33 ((Lat-28)/10) 13.7 

Q all= 32.4 + 0.14 Q rock+ 0.74 Q martin 

Coefficient of 
determination (r2) 

0.17 

.25 

.23 

.28 

.68 

.89 

.93 

.94 

.94 

.88 

.36 

.37 

.58 

.89 

.97 

.98 

.98 

.99 

.99 

.77 

1 The USGS gaging stations at Rock Creek near Battle Mountain and Martin Creek near Paradise Valley 
were used as index stations. 
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Several different regression equations using the 
streamflow-duration method were determined for 
region 2, the Pine Creek basin, from different combina
tions of basin and climatic characteristics. However, 
none produced satisfactory results. Consequently, the 
index-station method was used to relate monthly flow 
of Pine Creek measured near Palisade during the 1946-
58 water years to streamflow at the two index gaging 
stations, Rock Creek near Battle Mountain and Martin 
Creek near Paradise Valley (pl. I). The results of this 
regression analysis produced a coefficient of determi
nation of 0.88 (table 9). 

The streamflow-duration method was used to 
estimate streamflow from region 3, Rock Creek. The 
nine equations in table 9 were developed by relating 
streamflow-duration data to basin and climatic charac
teristics for basins with drainage areas larger than 350 
mi2 (table 8). The Rock Creek basin has a drainage area 
of 875 mi2. The statistical measure of the resulting 
regression equation had an coefficient of determination 
ranging from 0.36 to 0.99 and the average was 0.79. 

The mouth of the Reese River is about 13 mi 
northwest of Battle Mountain between the Battle 
Mountain and Comus stream gaging stations (pl. 1 ). 
Streamflow of the Reese River at its mouth has never 
been regularly measured, mainly because flows of the 
river cease as much as 60 mi south of Battle Mountain 
in most water years. According to Eakin and Lamke 
( 1966, p. 36), the Reese River flows into the Humboldt 
River on average about once every 15 years. Horton 
(2000, p. I-53) also states that the Reese River contrib
utes to the surface-water flow of the Humboldt River 
only during severe rain-on-snow events or in years of 
heavy snowpack. A compilation of flood data dating 
from 1861 indicates that the Reese River has flowed at 
flood stage to the Battle Mountain area about 9 times in 
I 01 years (U.S. Soil Conservation Service, 1962). Most 
of these floods occurred between January and July. 

Two conditions seem to help define whether the 
Reese River has flowed into the Humboldt River during 
the January through June period of any given water 
year. First, the flow of the Humboldt River increases 
between the Battle Mountain and Comus gaging sta
tions. The second condition is that flow of the Hum
boldt River at Battle Mountain exceeds 400 ft3/s. Thus, 
gaging-station records for the Humboldt River are used 
to determine the timing of flow of the Reese River at its 

mouth. Monthly streamflow gains of 40 ft3 /s or more 
between the Battle Mountain and Comus gaging sta
tions occurred 12 times during the period 1944-99. 
Streamflow gains of less than 40 ft3 /s are not consid
ered to be useful because of the uncertainties associated 
with the records for the Battle Mountain and Comus 

gaging stations·. The 12 monthly gains were related by 
regression analysis to corresponding monthly stream

flow at two index gaging stations, Rock Creek and 
Martin Creek. The coefficient of determination for the 

regression equation is 0. 77. 

In summary, flows of the seven tributaries that 
enter the middle Humboldt River are based on: (1) 

measured flows for any periods during which a gaging 
station was active on the tributary, and (2) estimated 
flows determined from regression equations (table 9) 
during periods when gaging station records are not 

available. The monthly time series of tributary inflows 
for 1944-99 then were apportioned to each model 
reach according to where the tributary flows into the 

Humboldt River. The tributary, model reach, and 
ANNIE data-set number are given in table 5. 

Mine-Dewatering Inflows 

Three of the mines being dewatered in the study 

area must release part of this water either to the Hum
boldt River or to two of its tributaries (for mine and site 

locations, see pl. I). Water from the Gold Quarry Mine 

(inflow range ofO to 44 ft3/s) is released to Maggie 
Creek several miles above its mouth. Water from the 
Betze Mine (flow range from 0 to 145 ft3/s) was 
released in 1998-99 to the Humboldt River between 
Dunphy and Argenta. Finally, water from the Lone 
Tree Mine (site II, flow range from 0 to 73 ft3/s) is 
released to the Iron Point Relief Canal. Water from this 
canal enters Herrin Slough, which enters the Humboldt 
River just upstream from the Comus gaging station 
(site 12). Records of these releases, maintained by min

ing companies, were used to develop time-series data 
sets. These surface-water inflows to the river then were 
distributed to the appropriate model reach (table I 0). 
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Table 10. Mine-dewatering inflows to the middle Humboldt 
River used in the flow-routing and operations modules 

[No station numbers were assigned to these stations] 

Site no. Period of 
(model record 

ANNIE 

reach) 
Station name 

(water 
data-set 

(see pl. 1) year) 
number 

3 (l) Gold Quarry mine inflows 1994-99 235 

6 (7) Betze mine inflows 1997-99 285 

11 (11) Lone Tree mine inflows 1992-99 325 

Ground-Water Gains and Losses 

In the middle Humboldt River Basin, interactions 
between ground water and surface water are both sig
nificant and complex. Depending on the time of year 
and stage of the river, ground-water seepage can result 
in flow gains along some reaches of the river, and infil
tration to underlying aquifers can result in flow losses 
along other reaches. Using only the streamflow data 
from gaging stations to estimate flow gains or losses 
can be difficult because the stations are too far apart to 
adequately define these gains or losses. For the model, 
more accurate gain or loss estimates were made from 
water-balance computations that used streamflow data 
from synoptic investigations. These data were collected 
by the USGS as part of several studies in the water 
years of 1964-66 (Eakin and Lamke, 1966), 1989-93 
(Plume, 1995; and Maurer and others, 1996) and 1999-
2000 (current study) on various reaches in the middle 
Humboldt River. All of these synoptic data are accessi
ble on the Internet at <http:llnevada.usgs.govlhumb>. 
Streamflows measured during these synoptic investiga
tions varied froin 14 to 2,890 ft31s at the Humboldt 
River at Palisade gaging station. 

In the model, flow gain and loss estimates were 
made using the results from synoptic investigations 
supplemented with streamflow data from gaging sta
tions. The magnitude, timing, and distribution of gains 
and losses varied with the stage of the river. Estimates 
of flow gains and losses (table 11) were applied to each 
river reach in the flow-routing module. Gains were as 
much as 80 ft3 Is and losses as much as 400 ft3 Is. 

Assumptions Made to Simulate Streamflow Using 
Flow-Routing Module 

The following assumptions were made to sim
plify construction of the flow-routing module: 
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• 

• 

Monthly tributary inflows to the middle 
Humboldt River can be estimated on the basis of 
basin latitude and area and on measured monthly 
streamflow data if the streamflow-duration 
method is used, or on nearby index gaging sta
tions. Average hydraulic properties of the river did 
not change from 1944 to 1999. 

Direct evaporation from and precipitation to the 
Humboldt River were assumed to be negligible. 

Operations Module Used in Middle Humboldt 
River Model 

Ditch headgates along the middle Humboldt 
River are operated according to the Bartlett and 
Edwards decrees, which specify conditions for use of 
the water. Conditions that were used to develop the 
monthly operations module included time of year an 
irrigation diversion can be used, streamflow magnitude 
at a given locatioq, and fulfillment of water demands 
and irrigation return flow simulation. 

Data and Logic Needed to Construct the 
Operations Module 

Irrigation Diversions 

According to Hennen ( 1964a; 1964b ), streamflow 
diverted for irrigation purposes must be measured 
where the main ditch enters or becomes adjacent to the 
land being irrigated. The amount of water diverted 
from the river can exceed the amount actually used 
because of infiltration losses along the ditch between 
the diversion and point of use. The NDWR and USGS 
have made a few flow measurements on the several irri
gation ditches along the middle Humboldt River. How
ever, continuous flow data on irrigation ditches are not 
available. · 

To simulate irrigation diversions, the middle 
Humboldt River operations module used conditional 
logic that compares the flow at the upstream boundary 
of each reach to the total demand, dictated by water 
rights, that could be satisfied. For ditches within a 
reach, demand (stated in terms of flow per day) was 
determined using total decreed water and the ditch 
capacities. The agricultural demand capable of being 
satisfied under river flow conditions is diverted from 
the main stem to the appropriate ditch. This demand 



Table 11. Estimates of ground-water gain or loss, by reach, used in the middle 
Humboldt River model 

Model reach Ground-water gain or loss, related to flow at ANNIE data-set 
(pl. 1) Humboldt River at Palisade (cubic feet per second) number 

River flow less than 65 - gain = I 0.5 940I 
River flow greater than 65, but less than I 50- loss = 4 
River flow greater than I 50, but less than 435 - loss = 22 
River flow greater than 435, but less than 2900- gain = 80 

2 River flow less than 65 -gain= 3.2 9402 
River flow greater than 65, but less than 150- gain = I8 
River flow greater than I 50, but less than 435- gain= 32 
River flow greater than 435, but less than 2900- gain = 80 

3 River flow less than 65 -gain = I 0.8 9403 
River flow greater than 65, but less than I 50- loss= 22 
River flow greater than I 50, but less than 435- gain= I8 
River flow greater than 435, but less than 2900- loss = 229 

4 River flow less than 65- gain= 0.7 9404 
River flow greater than 65, but less than I 50- loss = 0 
River flow greater than 150, but less than 435 - loss = 29 
River flow greater than 435, but less than 2900- loss = 251 

5 River flow less than 65 - loss = 3 9405 
River flow greater than 65, but less than I 50- loss = 8 
River flow greater than 150, but less than 435- gain= 22 
River flow greater than 435, but less than 2900- loss = 90 

6 River flow less than 65 -loss= 7.1 9406 
River flow greater than 65, but less than 150- loss = 39 
River flow greater than 150, but less than 435- gain= 8 
River flow greater than 435, but less than 2000- gain = 48 
River flow greater than 2000, but less than 2400- loss = 200 
River flow greater than 2400, but less than 4500 - loss = 400 

7 River flow less than 65 -loss= 11.9 9407 
River flow greater than 65, but less than 150- gain= 18 
River flow greater than 150, but less than 435 - loss = 14 
River flow greater than 435, but less than 2900- loss = 250 

8 River flow less than 65 - loss = 0.2 9408 
River flow greater than 65, but less than 150- gain= 5 
River flow greater than 150, but less than 435 - gain = 7 
River flow greater than 435. but less than 2000- gain= 57 
River flow greater than 2000, but less than 4500- loss = 400 

9 River flow less than 65 - loss = 2.2 9409 
River flow greater than 65, but less than 150- loss = 2 
River flow greater than 150, but less than 435 - loss = 14 
River flow greater than 435, but less than 1000- loss= 98 
River flow greater than I 000, but less than 4500- loss = 400 

10 River flow less than 65 - loss = 6.0 9410 
River flow greater than 65, but less than 150- loss= 21 
River flow greater than 150, but less than 435 - loss = 6 
River flow greater than 435, but less than 800- loss = 100 
River flow greater than 800, but less than 5000- loss = 200 

II River flow less than 65 - loss = 2.1 9411 
River flow greater than 65, but less than 150 - loss = 5 
River flow greater than 150, but less than 435 -gain= 26 

12 All river flows- gain== 2.2 9412 
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varies from month to month according to percentages 
of ditch capacity, which change monthly during the 
irrigation season. 

In the model, the beginning date of the irrigation 
season, as defined in Mashburn and Mathews ( 1943, p. 
28-30), is always March 15. The ending date of the _ 
season and the number of irrigations depends on the 
average March-July flow of the Humboldt River at Pal
isade for each year. Average March-through-July flows 
of the river at Palisade were 869 ft3 Is during water 
years 1944-99. The standard deviation, a statistical 
measure of the year-to-year variance of this average 
flow, is 369 ft3 Is. These two numbers were used by the 
model to categorize each year ( 1944-99) as wet, dry, or 
average. If average March-July streamflow for a spe
cific year was greater than the mean flow for the 1944-
99 period plus one-half the standard deviation, the year 
was considered wet. If average March-July streamflow 
for any year was less than the mean minus one-half the 
standard deviation, the year was considered dry. Using 
these flows at Palisade, the model simulated four irriga
tions if a year was categorized as average or wet and 
only two irrigations if a year was categorized as dry. 
Irrigation diversions simulated by the model ranged 
from 0 to 250 ft3 Is. 

Figure 4 shows two graphs. The top graph shows 
average monthly flow of the Humboldt River at Pali
sade during the 1985 irrigation season. The lower graph 
shows diversions to the White House Ditch at Dunphy 
during the 1985 irrigation season and the relation of the 
diversion to flow in the river at Palisade. Conditional 
logic in the operations module determines the timing 
and extent to which agricultural irrigation demands and 
others on the middle Humboldt River are satisfied. In 
April1985, Humboldt River flows of about 900 ft31s at 
Palisade were sufficient to satisfy all water rights for 
White House Ditch. Accordingly, the full water right of 
about 29 ft31s was being diverted. In May, June, and 
August, no water was diverted to White House Ditch 
because other rights were being satisfied. In July and 
September 1985, Humboldt River flow at Palisade was 
reduced, thus lesser percentages (50 and 20 percent, 
respectively) of the full water rights in White House 
Ditch were available and the diversions were reduced 
to about 14 and 7 ft3 Is, respectively. 
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Figure 4. Relation of streamflow diverted at White House 
Ditch in the 1985 irrigation season to concurrent flow of the 
Humboldt River at Palisade, Nevada. 

Irrigation Return Flow 

Mashburn and Mathews (1943, p. 30) describe 
irrigation return flows to the Humboldt River as being 
available to meet downstream irrigation demand. How
ever, irrigation return flows on the Humboldt River 
have never been quantified. In practice, return flows 
may be used on the next field downgradient so that sev
eral fields may be irrigated from a single diversion. 

Assumptions Made to Simulate Diversions and 
Return Flows 

The following assumptions were made for simu
lating diversions and return flows in constructing the 
operations module. 
• The model simulates diversions to each ditch as a 

continuous, average amount for each day that 
Humboldt River water is available throughout the 
irrigation season. Actual irrigation practices use 
water in a more cyclical manner. For example, 
fields might be flood-irrigated for a period of days 
or weeks with an amount of water larger than the 



constant amount simulated by the model. How
ever, because neighboring users probably stagger 
ditch withdrawals for lands served by the same 
ditch, the total volume diverted to any given ditch 
over a period of several days was assumed to be 
the same as that produced by the "average diver
sion" simulated by the model. 

• Streamflow of the Humboldt River at Palisade 
provides an index for estimating ending date of the 
irrigation season. 

• The operations module determines the amount of 
irrigation return flows based on the amount of 
water diverted. The assumption is that a percent
age of water diverted on any given model reach 
returns to the next reach downstream. Simulated 
return flows are varied as follows: 50 percent of 
the diversion during the first irrigation of the sea
son, 20 percent during the second irrigation, and 
10 percent for any irrigation thereafter. Simulated 

irrigation return flows ranged from 0 to 125 ft3 Is. 

• Stock water diversions were not simulated and 
were assumed to be negligible compared with irri
gation diversions. 

• The maximum flow capacity of ditches was 
assumed to be the value provided by the NDWR 
(Wayne Testolin, written commun., 2000). 

SIMULATION OF STREAMFLOW USING 
SURFACE-WATER MODEL 

Model simulations of middle Humboldt River 
streamflow were made by applying measured and esti
mated inflow and outflow time-series and observed 
data for water years 1944-99 to conditional logic in the 
HSPF SPECL block. The ability of the model to simu
late monthly mean streamflow was tested by qualita
tively comparing streamflow measured at several 
gaging stations with streamflow simulated at the sta
tion. Differences between simulated and observed 
stream flows undoubtedly ~esulted from uncertainties in 
the estimates used to characterize inflow to and outflow 
from the middle Humboldt River. Each of the individ
ual inflow and outflow components of the hydrologic 
system was tested to determine the sensitivity of the· 
model to each component. 

Each water year in the Humboldt River Basin can 
be characterized as wet, average, or dry based on the 
flow record for the Palisade gaging station (see "Irriga
tion Diversions" section). The model was used to sim
ulate monthly flow during water years that represent 
each of these conditions. Observed and simulated 
monthly flow of the Humboldt River at Palisade, Battle 
Mountain, and Comus are shown as graphs in figures 
5-7 for a wet year ( 1998), an average year ( 1964 ), and 
a dry year ( 1977), respectively. 

Results from model simulations generally agree 
with the timing and magnitude of observed monthly 
flows at each of the three gaging stations. Differences 
between simulated and observed flows appear to 
increase downstream, especially for wet and average 
conditions. This is probably the result of increased 
model uncertainty. As more inflows and outflows are 
simulated, any associated uncertainties may be com
pounded. Thus, simulated flows at Palisade correspond 
more closely with observed flows than at Comus. This 
is especially evident in the wet year of 1998. 

Monthly flows at all three stations (figs. 5-7) are 
undersimulated during late winter, spring, and early 
summer during wet conditions ( 1998) and in late winter 
and spring during average and dry conditions ( 1964 
and 1977, respectively). This undersimulation of 
streamflow when the stage of the Humboldt River is 
rising may be a result of overestimates of streamflow 
infiltration or flood plain roughness, underestimates of 
tributary inflow, or a combination. 

Comparison of simulated flows with observed 
flows in the summers of 1998 and 1964 (wet and aver
age conditions, respectively) indicates that flows are 
underestimated in some months and overestimated in 
others. These differences may be due to combination of 
uncertainties inherent to estimates of model inflows 
and outflows. 

The model consistently oversimulates flows at the 
three gaging stations during the summer of 1977 (fig. 
7). This oversimulation of flow when the stage of the 
Humboldt River is falling during a dry year may be a 
result of overestimation of tributary inflow or of 
ground-water seepage to the river channel, underesti
mation of the roughness of the low-flow channel, or a 
combination of the three. 
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Figure 5. Observed streamflow and simulated monthly mean streamflow of the 

Humboldt River in a wet year (water year 1998) at (A) Palisade, (B) Battle Mountain, 

and (C) Comus. 
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Figure 7. Observed and simulated monthly mean stream
flow of the Humboldt River in a dry year (water year 1977) 
at (A) Palisade, (B) Battle Mountain, and (C) Comus. 
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Figure 8. Typical conditions for observed and simulated 
monthly mean streamflow of the Humboldt River in successive 
average and wet years (water years 1951 and 1952) at 
(A) Palisade, (B) Battle Mountain, and (C) Comus. 
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Table 12. Relation of simulated monthly mean streamflow at Palisade, Battle Mountain, and Comus stream-gaging 
stations to changes in components of flow-routing and operations modules 

[Abbreviation: ff/s, cubic feet per second] 

Model reach 
(pl. 1) Location name 

3 Humboldt River at Palisade 

8 Humboldt River at Battle Mountain 

Multiplication factor and component Average flow (ft3/s)1 

Variable KS = 0.0 422 
Variable KS = 0.5 423 
Variable KS = 0.55 436 

0.5 times model reach area and volume 424 
1.0 times model reach area and volume 423 

0.0 times mine dewatering flows 420 
1.0 times mine dewatering flows 423 
2.0 times mine dewatering flows 425 

0.0 times tributary inflows 383 
1.0 times tributary inflows 423 
2.0 times tributary inflows 464 

0.5 times ground-water gainsnosses 422 
1.0 times ground-water gainsnosses 423 
2.0 times ground-water gains/losses 429 

0.0 times irrigation diversions 428 
1.0 times irrigation diversions 423 
2.0 times irrigation diversions 418 

0.0 times irrigation diversions returns 422 
1.0 times irrigation diversions returns 423 
2.0 times irrigation diversions returns 424 

Variable KS = 0.0 375 
Variable KS = 0.5 373 
Variable KS = 0.55 382 

0.5 times model reach area and volume 373 
1.0 times model reach area and volume 373 

0.0 times mine dewatering flows 370 
1.0 times mine dewatering flows 373 
2.0 times mine dewatering flows 377 

0.0 times tributary inflows 305 
1.0 times tributary inflows 373 
2.0 times tributary inflows 444 

0.5 times ground-water gainsnosses 408 
1.0 times ground-water gainsnosses 373 
2.0 times ground-water gains/losses 323 

0.0 times irrigation diversions 394 
1.0 times irrigation diversions 373 
2.0 times irrigation diversions 359 

0.0 times irrigation diversions returns 371 
1.0 times irrigation diversions returns 373 
2.0 times irrigation diversions returns 377 
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Table 12. Relation of simulated monthly mean streamflow at Palisade, Battle Mountain, and Comus stream-gaging 
stations to changes in components of flow-routing and operations modules-Continued 

Model reach 
(pl. 1) 

11 

Location name 

Humboldt River near Comus 

Multiplication factor and component 

Variable KS = 0.0 
Variable KS = 0.5 
Variable KS = 0.55 

0.5 times model reach area and volume 
1.0 times model reach area and volume 

Average flow (ft3/s) 1 

337. 
335 
342 

334 
335 

0.0 times mine dewatering flows 325 
1.0 times mine dewatering flows 335 
2.0 times mine dewatering flows 346 

0.0 times tributary inflows 271 
1.0 times tributary inflows 335 
2.0 times tributary inflows 403 

0.5 times ground-water gains/losses 388 
1.0 times ground-water gains/losses 335 
2.0 times ground-water gains/losses 264 

0.0 times irrigation diversions 365 
1.0 times irrigation diversions 335 
2.0 times irrigation diversions 318 

0.0 times irrigation diversions returns 331 
1.0 times irrigation diversions returns 335 
2.0 times irrigation diversions returns 340 

1 Comparison period of model simulations is water years 1944-99. 

MODEL TESTING AND SENSITIVITY 
ANALYSIS 

The middle Humboldt River streamflow model is 
based on estimated monthly time-series data that repre
sent all inflows and outflows, and on model parameters 
that represent hydraulic characteristics of the river 
channel along 12 reaches. If these inflow and outflow 
data and model parameters are adequately character
ized, then streamflow should be accurately simulated. 
A sensitivity analysis of several of the model compo
nents was used to show if streamflow is adequately 
simulated by the model. The following sections 
describe various components of this analysis: (1) test
ing ofthe surface-water model; (2) sensitivity analysis 
of various components of the model; (3) limitations of 
the model; and ( 4) suggestions for improving the 
model. 

Model Testing 

Model simulations must be tested against 
observed streamflow data before the model can be 
relied upon to estimate conditions along the middle 
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Humboldt River. The model was tested by examining 
the difference between observed and simulated stream
flow as related to the hydraulic properties of the middle 
Humboldt River defined in the FTABLE block. 

During the modeling process, hydraulic proper
ties in the FTABLE block were not changed because 
they represent physical properties of the river channel 
and adjacent floodplain that were determined from 
field surveys. Comparison of simulated monthly flow· 
with observed flow in water years 1951-52 (fig. 8) pro
vides a useful means of evaluating whether hydraulic 
properties in the FTABLE block adequately represent 
characteristics of the river channel and floodplain. 

Hydrographs (figs. 8A-C) for three middle Hum
boldt River gaging stations (Palisade, Battle Mountain, 
and Comus) show that the timing of observed and 
simulated flow in the river for average conditions, 
water year 1951, and wet conditions, water year 1952, 
followed similar patterns. As observed streamflows 
rise or fall, simulated flows also rise or fall. Differences 
between observed and simulated flows range from 1 to 
3 months. Differences between the magnitude of 
observed and simulated streamflow that extend for two 
or more months in figure 8 probably are due mostly to 



uncertain data for tributary inflows or ground-water 
gains or losses used as input to the model. Therefore, 
for this study, the FrABLE block was not adjusted. 

Sensitivity Analysis 

Another method to evaluate the soundness of a 
model is a sensitivity analysis of the model parameters. 
The Sensitivity Analyses of the hydraulic characteris
tics (KS and FTABLE) describe ther relative magnitude 
of each parameter. 

Flow data such as mine-dewatering flows, tribu
tary inflow, ground-water gain or loss, irrigation diver
sions, and irrigation return flows accounted for middle 
Humboldt River inflow and outflow time-series data. 
For water years 1944-99, sensitivity analyses were 
completed for each type of data. These analyses 
assessed the effects of errors in input parameters or 
estimates, within the range of those parameters exam
ined, on the model results. 

Model Parameters 

In the sensitivity analysis of the variable KS were 
set at 0.0, 0.5, and 0.55 (table 12). Simulated average 
monthly flows of the Humboldt River at Palisade, Bat
tle Mountain, and Comus using these KS values ranged 
from 422 ft3/s to 436 ft3/s, 373 to 382 ft3/s, and 335 to 
342 ft3 /s, respectively. This analysis indicates that the 
model is not excessively sensitive to changes in KS. 

Previous studies have shown that the lengths of 
the Humboldt River channel and flood plain can vary 
by as much as 50 to 75 percent. Therefore, the channel 
length of the Humboldt River can be used as an indica
tor of model reach area and volume. A sensitivity anal
ysis for 0.5 and 1.0 times the reach area and volume, as 
represented in the FTABLE block for 1944-99, shows 
that the average monthly flow at Humboldt River at 
Palisade, Battle Mountain, and Comus was 423 ft3 /s, 
373 ft3 /s, and 335 ft3 /s, respectively. This analysis indi
cates that reach area and volume has little effect on sim
ulation of monthly streamflow (table 12). 

Model testing indicates that the FTABLE and 
model parameter, KS, do adequately characterize 
Humboldt River hydraulics and that differences 
between observed and simulated streamflow result 
mostly from insufficient information to characterize 
inflows and outflows to the middle Humboldt River. 

Mine-Dewatering Inflows 

Variations of mine-dewatering inflows to the river 
by 0.0, 1.0, and 2.0 times (table 12) resulted in simu
lated average monthly flows at the Palisade, Battle 
Mountain, and Comus gaging stations that ranged from 
420 to 425 ft3/s, 370 to 377 ft3/s, and 325 to 346 ft3/s, 
respectively. This analysis indicates that mine-dewater
ing inflow to the river has little effect on simulation of 
monthly streamflow at the two upstream sites, but has 
a more significant effect on model simulations at 
Comus. The analysis also indicates that mine-dewater
ing inflows have an increasing effect going down
stream in simulation of middle Humboldt River 
monthly streamflow. 

Tributary Inflows 

Variations of tributary inflows to the river by 0.0, 
1.0, and 2.0 times (table 12) resulted in simulated aver
age monthly flows at the Palisade, Battle Mountain, 
and Comus gaging stations that ranged from 383 to 464 
ft3/s, 305 to 444 ft3/s, and 271 to 403 ft3/s, respectively. 
This analysis indicates that tributary inflow has an 
increasing effect going downstream in simulation of 
middle Humboldt River monthly streamflow and has a 
significant effect on model simulations. 

Ground-Water Gain or Loss 

Variations of ground-water gains or losses to the 
river by 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 times (table 12) resulted in 
simulated average monthly flows at the Palisade, Battle 
Mountain, and Comus gaging stations that ranged from 
422 to 429 ft3 /s, 408 to 323 ft3/s, and 388 to 264 ft3/s, 
respectively. This analysis indicates that ground-water 
gain or loss increases going downstream and has a sig
nificant effect on model simulation. 

The middle Humboldt River consistently gains 
flow as a result of ground-water seepage upstream from 
Palisade, and consistently loses flow as ground-water 
infiltration from Palisade to Comus (Maurer and oth
ers;--1996, p. 68). The sensitivity analysis suggests that 
the m

1
odel is not very sensitive to variations in ground

water gains, but is sensitive to variations in infiltration 
losses. 
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Irrigation Diversions 

Variations of irrigation diversions from the river 
by 0.0, 1.0, and 2.0 times (table 12) resulted in simu
lated average monthly flows at the Palisade, Battle 
Mountain, and Comus gaging stations that ranged from 
428 to 418 ft3/s, 394 to 359·ft3/s, and 365 to 318 ft3/s, 
respectively. This analysis indicates that irrigation 
diversions are important to simulation of monthly 
streamflow, and the effects are cumulative downstream. 

Irrigation Return Flows 

Variations of irrigation return flows to the river by 
0.0, 1.0, and 2.0 times resulted in simulated flows of the 
river at Palisade, Battle Mountain, and Comus that 
ranged from 422 to 424 ft3/s, 371 to 377 ft3/s, and 331 
to 340 ft3 /s, respectively. This analysis indicates that 
irrigation return flow has little effect on simulation of 
monthly streamflow. 

Model Limitations 

Construction and testing of the surface-water 
model were subject to the following limitations: 

• Data are unavailable to account for all inflows and 
outflows for the middle Humboldt River. Volume 
errors from this lack of data may be either com
pensating or cumulative. Therefore, the magnitude 
of simulation differences is not fully known. 

• Only the surface-water part of mine-dewatering 
inflows is considered in reaches with mine-dewa
tering inflows. The effects of ground-water pump
ing and injection on streamflow are not addressed 
by this model. 

• All historical diversions, both active and inactive, 
are simulated in the model, although three are no 
longer used because they were washed out before 
2000. Any ditches or channels not mentioned in 
the Bartlett and Edwards Decrees are not simu
lated by the model. These include the Reese River 
channel, Mcintyre and Herrin Sloughs, and the 
Iron Point Relief Canal. 

Model Improvements 

The middle Humboldt River surface-water model 
could be improved by: 
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• Integration of a ground-water model with ~he sur
face-water model. Better understanding of ground
water/surface-water interactions could provide 
better estimates of the gains and losses along the 
river channel. 

• Measured inflows of principal middle Humboldt 
River tributaries, especially during periods of high 
spring runoff. 

• Measured outflows of irrigation diversions during 
wet, dry, and average years. 

SUMMARY 

A surface-water computer model for the middle 
Humboldt River, from the Carlin gaging station to 
Preble, simulates monthly streamflow for water years 
1944-99. This report: (1) briefly describes Humboldt 
River operational practices; (2) documents construc
tion of a physically based middle Humboldt River 
model, including flow-routing and operations modules, 
data used to simulate flow routing, and the operational 
logic used and assumptions made; (3) compares 
observed and simulated streamflow; (4) tests hydro
logic and hydraulic characterization of the middle 
Humboldt River; and (5) discusses model limitations 
and possible improvements. The surface-water model 
was constructed within a larger modeling system that 
includes ANNIE, a data-base management program, 
and HSPF, which simulates river operations and a vari
ety of hydrologic processes. 

The flow-routing module, w~ich characterizes the 
movement of water into and through the reaches of the 
drainage network, must be used in combination with 
the operations module, which simulates the regulation 
of water within and out of the drainage network. The 
flow-routing module uses hydraulic characteristics 
derived from river data for 12 individual stream reaches 
in the study area. The model uses measured data such 
as flows recorded at four Humboldt River gaging sta
tions and mine-dewatering inflows. Estimated tributary 
inflow, irrigation diversion outflow, irrigation return 
flows, and ground-water gain or losses also are used. 
Estimated flows in irrigation diversions are used to 
simulate operations of the middle Humboldt River. 
These operations are based on the Bartlett and Edwards 
Decrees, which adjudicate water rights in part of the 
basin. 

Conditional logic, historic inflow data, and flow 
estimates for water years 1944-99 are applied to the 
operations model to simulate middle Humboldt River 



streamflow. Comparison of observed to simulated 
streamflows for monthly time periods indicates that 
differences between the two probably stems from 
uncertainties of estimates of tributary inflow, diversion 
outflow, and ground-water losses downstream from 
Palisade. Model testing. shows that parameters ade
quately define physical characteristics of the middle 
Humboldt River channel and flood plain. Sensitivity 
analysis of the hydraulic model parameters, reach area 
and volume, shows that changes in reach length have a 
negligible effect on monthly flows simulated by the 
model. Sensitivity analysis of inflow and outflow com
ponents indicates that tributary inflows, irrigation 
diversions, and ground-water losses are significant 
components of the model, while mine dewatering and 
irrigation return flows are not. Thus, the model could 
be improved by: ( 1) additional gaging of tributaries and 
irrigation diversions, and (2) integration of the surface
water model with a ground-water model to better define 
interactions between ground and surface water. 
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GLOSSARY 

Some of the technical terms and acronyms used in 
this report are defined for convenience of the reader. 
See Langbein and Iseri ( 1960) for additional informa
tion regarding hydrologic terminology. 
ANNIE. The time-series data-management system that 

includes file creation, data management, analysis, and 
display. 

CGAP. Channel Geometry Analysis Program. 
Duration curve. A cumulative frequency curve that shows 

the percentage of time that specified discharges are 
equaled or exceeded. 

DEM. Digital Elevation Model. 
ET. Evapotranspiration. 
FTABLE. HSPF block that specifies fixed relations among 

depth, surface ·area, volume, and discharge for a river 
reach. 

GIS. Geographic information systems. 
HSPF. Hydrological Simulation Program-FORTRAN. 
HYDR. HSPF block that simulates unsteady flow by repre-

senting physical processes using the modified kine
matic-wave algorithm. 

Irrigation return flow. Excess irrigation water not 
consumptively used that returns to the main stem (or a 
collection ditch) from surface runoff, subsurface under
flow, or ground-water inflows. 

Irrigation season. Usua11y the 6-month period beginning 
March 15 and ending September 15 of any given year. 

KS. In the flow-routing block of HSPF, a variable that is a 
weighting factor not physically measurable that influ
ences the timing of flow and varies from 0.0 to 1.0. 

Monthly streamflow. The average streamflow for any given 
month. 

NDWR. Nevada Division of Water Resources. 
Observed data. A water data base generated from contin

uous or intermittent streamflow gaging-station data. 
PRISM. Parameter-Elevation Regressions on Independent 

Slopes Model. 
RCHRES. HSPF block ca11ed reach reservoir that simulates 

processes within a single reach. 
Reach. A zone between two points along the river having 

relatively uniform hydraulic properties and used within 
HSPF to simulate the movement of water in, out, and 
along a river channel system. 

SPECL. HSPF block called SPECiaL actions that permits 
the user to simulate operations using conditional logic. 

Stockwater diversions. Irrigation diversion outside the irri
gation season to provide water for livestock. 

Streamflow station. A site where a continuous record of 
discharge is obtained. Within the U.S. Geological 
Survey, the term is used only for station where a contin
uous record of discharge is obtained. 



Synoptic investigations. Serial, nearly concurrent stream
flow measurements along the length of the river to 
determine areas or points of gain or loss along a river. 

UCI. User's Control Input. 

USGS. U.S. Geological Survey. 

Water year. The 12-month period beginning October 1 and 
ending September 30, and designated by the calendar 
year in which the water year ends. 

WDM. Watershed Data Management file used by ANNIE to 
store data from HSPF. 
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